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Pfizer Scientists Confess: Natural Immunity Better Than
Vax. Disgusted Employee Calls Company “Evil.”

AP Images

Scientists at Pfizer have confessed that
natural immunity provides better protection
against the potentially fatal China Virus than
the company vaccine, Project Veritas reports
in its latest undercover video exposé.

A company scientist called Pfizer “evil” in
the secretly-recorded footage, and said the
company is running on “Covid money.” The
scientist also said Pfizer has pushed
important treatments for the disease to the
side to focus on vaccine production.

One of Big Pharma’s gargantuan drug
companies, Pfizer, the scientists suggested
the company is more interested in profits
than people.

BREAKING VERITAS: @Pfizer Scientists: ‘Your Antibodies are Probably Better than the
Vaccination’pic.twitter.com/cAfEHekQDB

— Jack Posobiec (@JackPosobiec) October 5, 2021

Natural Immunity Is Better

Nick Karl, a company biochemist involved in vaccine production, explained that natural immunity
acquired by contracting the virus and recovering is superior to vaccine-induced immunity.

“When somebody is naturally immune — like they got COVID — they probably have … more antibodies
against the virus,” he said:

Because what the vaccine is, like I said that protein, so that’s just on the outside. So it’s just
one antibody against one specific part of the virus. When you actually get the virus, you’re
going to start producing antibodies against like multiple pieces of the virus. And, not only
just like the outside portion, like the inside portion, the actual virus. So, your antibodies are
probably better at that point than the vaccination.

Senior Associate Scientist Chris Croce agreed. An individual who contracts the virus and recovers is
“probably more” protected with natural antibodies, he told the undercover PV reporter. “You’re
protected most likely for longer since there was a natural response,” he said.

Croce told the reporter — who said she had recovered from the viral infection — that a person with
natural antibodies should get vaccinated if his immunity waned.

Waning vaccine immunity, he said, is causing the hysterically-reported increases in the Delta variant of
the Asiatic pathogen. Someone with natural antibodies, he said, has longer-lasting protection.
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A third scientist told PV that Pfizer orders employees not to discuss the efficacy of the vaccine versus
natural immunity.

“We’re bred and taught to be like, ‘vaccine is safer than actually getting COVID.’ … Honestly, we had to
do so many seminars on this,” Raul Khandke said. “You have no idea. Like, we have to sit there for
hours and hours and listen to like — be like, ‘you cannot talk about this in public.’”

Profits Before People

But Croce is quite unhappy with the company’s focus on pocketing profits.

“You have multiple companies that were basically given a crap ton of money to produce vaccines and
they’re pushing them,” which is why monoclonal antibody treatments are a secondary concern.

“Money” is the reason, Croce explained:

It’s disgusting…. I still feel like I work for an evil corporation because it comes down to
profits in the end. I mean, I’m there to help people, not to make millions and millions of
dollars. So, I mean, that’s the moral dilemma…. 

Basically, our organization is run on COVID money now.

Pfizer anticipated $15 billion in China Virus vaccine in fiscal 2021.

Mandates?

As for municipalities that are passing vaccine mandates, Khandke said a person’s naturally-acquired
antibodies should be treated like vaccine-inducted antibodies.

“If you have [COVID] antibodies built up, you should be able to prove that you have those built up,” he
told the PV reporter.

But Karl explained the gambit of cities such as New York. “It’s just about making it so inconvenient for
unvaccinated people to the point where they’re just like, ‘F**k it. I’ll get it.’ You know?”

That frustrated surrender to what might be well be an unconstitutional mandate — which means a trip
to get the vaccine and then a possibly fatal reaction — puts even more money if Pfizer’s bank accounts.

Thus far, CDC reports the following post-jab complications among those who have received the Pfizer’s
vaccine:

• 3,261 deaths;

• 4,289 life-threatening events;

• 4,289 permanent disabilities;

• 16,855 hospitalizations; and

• 37,827 emergency room visits.

CDC reminds those using its adverse event reporting system that correlation does mean causation.
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